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Determination of the S18 astrophysical factor for 8B„p,g…

9C from the breakup of 9C
at intermediate energies
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We have used existing data on the one-proton-removal cross section of9C at 285 MeV/nucleon and Glauber
model calculations to extract the asymptotic normalization coefficient for the wave function of the last proton
in the ground state of9C. The calculations are done first using folded potentials starting from two different
effective nucleon-nucleon interactions and second in the optical limit using three nucleon-nucleon interactions,
and the results are found to be consistent, with no new parameters adjusted. We findC2(p3/2)1C2(p1/2)
51.2260.13 fm21. From this result we obtain the astrophysical factor for the proton radiative capture reaction
8B(p,g) 9C asS18(0)54666 eV b. The calculated energy dependence of the astrophysicalS factor for the
energy regionEc.m.5020.8 MeV and the reaction rates forT95021 are included.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.66.035801 PACS number~s!: 25.60.2t, 26.30.1k, 25.60.Dz, 27.20.1n
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I. INTRODUCTION

Radiative capture reactions are of crucial importance
nuclear astrophysics. The capture of charged particles on
clei, in particular of protons in basic processes like hydrog
burning in various stellar environments, is very much h
dered by the Coulomb repulsion. This leads to very sm
cross sections and consequently to the well known exp
mental problems associated with direct determination of
trophysicalS factors at very low energies@1#. Moreover, with
the large number of reaction chains found to be of imp
tance in nucleosynthesis calculations for different static
explosive burning scenarios@2–4#, more data involving the
capture on unstable nuclei becomes necessary. In man
stances direct measurements involving unstable nuclei
very difficult or even impossible and indirect methods m
be used.

It has been known for a long time that transfer reactio
can be used as indirect methods for nuclear astrophysics~see,
e.g., Refs.@5,1# and references therein! and various tech-
niques have been used since. A few years ago another
rect approach based on measurements of peripheral tra
reactions was proposed@6,7#, and was subsequently used
determine the astrophysical factorS17(0) for the reaction
7Be(p,g)8B using (7Be,8B) transfer reactions. The metho
that is based on the observation that radiative capture of
tons is a very peripheral process at astrophysical energ
involves the extraction of nuclear quantities call
asymptotic normalization coefficients~ANC’s! from proton
transfer reactions and these ANCs are then used to deter
the astrophysical cross sections. The method works if
transfer reactions that have much higher cross sections
the capture reactions, are also peripheral. Using secon
beams available today, such experiments can be done
matter of days@8–12#. More recently we have shown@13#
that one-nucleon-removal reactions offer an alternative
complementary technique for extracting ANCs that is p
ticularly well adapted to rare isotopes produced using fr
0556-2813/2002/66~3!/035801~10!/$20.00 66 0358
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mentation. In the breakup of loosely bound nuclei at int
mediate energies, the requirement of core survival in the fi
channel automatically selects core-target interactions tha
highly peripheral, with the result that the wave function
the removed nucleon is probed at and beyond the co
nuclear surface. This is then very similar to the low-ene
light ion transfer reactions, where the short mean free pat
the ions in the optical potential leads to surface localizati
In Ref. @13# 8B breakup data at energies between 30 and
MeV/nucleon on a variety of targets were compared w
calculations done using a Glauber model@14# to extract the
same ANC as that obtained from transfer reactions at ab
12 MeV/nucleon. We suggested that such experiments h
the additional advantage of using beams of lesser quality
higher energies, and therefore can be applied to nuclei far
away from the stability.

Here we use a similar approach to analyze the breaku
9C. Existing cross section data for the one-proton-remo
reaction with 9C at 285 MeV/nucleon on four targets@15#
are used to extract the ANC for the virtual process9C→8B
1p. The breakup cross sections are calculated with
Glauber type model, first using the potential approach
scribed in Ref.@13# now with two types of effective interac
tions, and then using a Glauber model in the optical lim
with three different prescriptions for the elementary nucleo
nucleon~NN! scattering amplitudes. Good consistency is o
tained between the different approaches. The value of
ANC is then used to determine the astrophysical factorS18
for the proton radiative capture reaction8B(p,g) 9C in the
energy rangeEc.m.5020.8 MeV and the reaction rate in
stellar environments is obtained for the temperature ra
T95021. The ANC extracted here agrees with that o
tained recently from a transfer reactiond(8B,9C)n on a deu-
teron target at 14.4 MeV/nucleon@11#, but our result has a
smaller uncertainty.

II. THE BREAKUP OF 9C

Much effort has been devoted in recent years to the st
of exotic nuclei. In particular, it has been shown that on
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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nucleon-removal reactions with radioactive projectiles at
termediate energies can be used to study their structure@16–
19#. Typically an exotic nucleusB5(Ap), where B is a
bound state of the coreA and the nucleonp, is produced by
fragmentation from a primary beam, separated and then u
to bombard a secondary target. After breakup occurs,
cross section and parallel momentum distribution of the c
A are measured. It has been shown that the parallel mom
tum distribution of the detected coreA can be used to estab
lish the orbital momentum of the relative motion of th
nucleon, even disentangle contributions from different c
tributing orbitals, and that coincidences with gamma-rays
ables one to separate the contribution of different core st
into the ground state of the projectile. Typically the int
grated cross sections have been used to extract absolute
troscopic factors. However, we have shown@13,20# that the
extracted spectroscopic factors depend strongly on the
sumed single particle wave function~or equivalently on the
geometry of the binding two-body potential that produces!,
and unfortunately, for exotic nuclei these potentials
poorly known and there is not much other information to p
constraints on them. We have shown that because t
breakup processes are essentially peripheral, especiall
loosely bound nuclei, one can obtain the ANCs, rather t
the spectroscopic factors. The ANC only gives informati
about the asymptotic tail of the wave function for the la
nucleon, but does not say anything about the behavior of
many-body wave function inside the nucleus. Fortunat
this is all we need to determine peripheral observables, c
among them the astrophysicalS factor for radiative proton
capture reactions. The extraction of ANC also has the adv
tage of not depending on the fundamental assumption a
the validity of the independent particle model in the who
nucleus, but only at its surface~see Refs.@21,22# and the
references therein, for a discussion on this subject!, or of the
clusterlike structure of some loosely bound nuclei, an imp
tant characteristic.

We apply here the method described first in Ref.@13#, to
analyze existing one-proton-removal cross section data
9C at 285 MeV/nucleon on four different targets~C, Al, Sn,
and Pb! @15#. In these experiments a beam of radioactive9C
nuclei stroke the target, and the residual8B was detected. We
use the same extended Glauber model@23–25# to calculate
the cross sections. The applicability of such calculations
breakup reactions was discussed before in Refs.@26,27#. In
all reactions where the core survives~either proton transfer
or one-proton breakup! the matrix elements for the transitio
B→A1p include the overlap integralI Ap

B (rW) for the nuclei
A, p, andB, obtained after integration over the internal coo
dinates ofA for the many-body fully antisymmetric wav
functions, withrW the vector connecting the center of mass
nucleusA with p @28#. The ground states of the loose
bound nuclei are known to be dominated by single part
features. Outside the core both the nucleon-nucleon corr
tion effects and the antisymmetrization effects are small
the overlap integral behaves very much like the radial w
function for a single particle in the potential given by th
core @29#
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I Apl j
B ~r !→Snl j

1/2wnl j~r !→CApl j
B W2h,l 11/2~2kr !

r
. ~1!

Here Snl j is the spectroscopic factor and, in the rightmo
part of the equation,CApl j

B is the asymptotic normalization
coefficient defining the amplitude of the tail of the overla
integral,W is the Whittaker function,k is the wave number,
and h is the Sommerfeld parameter for the bound st
(Ap). Due to Coulomb repulsion, the radiative proton ca
ture at stellar energies takes place at very large distan
from the core, in regions where approximation~1! is very
good@7#, but the overlap integral there, and consequently
resulting cross sections, are very small. However,
asymptotic normalization coefficientsCApl j

B can be extracted
from phenomena that are peripheral, but involve regions
radii much closer to the core, and therefore have larger c
sections and are easier to measure experimentally. Ano
important reason for larger cross sections can be, of cou
the different nature of the transition operators involved. O
proton-removal reaction from loosely bound projectiles
one such phenomenon. As an example to illustrate the ab
statement, for the well known reaction7Be(p,g)8B at solar
energies (Ec.m.520 keV) the classical turning point in th
entrance channel is aroundr'250 fm, but the combined ef
fect of barrier penetration, transition operator and asympt
behavior of the8B bound state wave function makes th
regions aroundr'50 fm contribute most in the radiativ
capture process. This means that the wave function of8B is
most effectively sampled at these distances, where it is v
small. Going to processes where distancesr'4 –5 fm con-
tribute most, such as in the case of breakup~Fig. 1 in Ref.
@13#!, one can gain five to six orders of magnitude in cro
section from the magnitude of the wave function alone,
suggested qualitatively above, while the only unknown qu
tity is the same ANC. We treat the breakup reactions in t
section using two approaches in a Glauber model.

A. Glauber model calculations with folded potentials

In the extended Glauber model used here, the cente
mass of the projectile~made up of core and loosely boun
proton! moves on a straight line trajectory, an approximati
valid at intermediate energies. The relative motion of t
outer proton about the core is described by a single part
wave function with the asymptotic behavior given by Eq.~1!.
They are assumed to interact separately with the target.
breakup of the projectile appears from three different p
cesses: the proton is absorbed by the target while the rem
ing core is scattered and detected~stripping!; both the proton
and the core are scattered by nuclear interaction with
target and the core is detected~diffraction dissociation!; dis-
sociation in the Coulomb field of the target. The probabil
for each process depends on the impact parameter of
trajectory and on the wave function for the proton-core re
tive motion. The total cross section for this one-proto
removal reaction is given by the integral over all impa
parameters.S-matrix elements have been calculated in t
1-2
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eikonal approximation including corrections up to second
der @30# to assure convergence. TheSmatrix is given in this
potential approximation by

S~b!5eix(b), ~2!

where the leading term in the eikonal expansion@30# is cal-
culated along the trajectory

x~b!52
1

\vE2`

`

dzV~b,z!. ~3!

The S-matrix elements are calculated for each trajectory,
contributions to the three terms above are evaluated and
summed incoherently as

ssp5sstr1sdi f f1sCoul . ~4!

For the reaction model calculations we assume that
ground state of the projectile (Jp) can be approximated by
superposition of configurations of the form@ I c

pc^ nl j #Jp
,

where I c
pc denote the core states andnl j are the quantum

numbers for the single particle wave functionwnl j (r ) in a
spherical mean field potential. These single particle states
normalized to unity and have the asymptotic behavior giv
by Eq. ~1!, with the single particle asymptotic normalizatio
coefficientsbnl j . When more than one configuration contri
utes to a given core state, then the total cross section
one-nucleon breakup is written as an incoherent superp
tion of single particle cross sections, weighted by the sp
troscopic factorsS(c,nl j ):

s21p5( S~c,nl j !ssp~nl j !. ~5!

For 9C the last proton mainly occupies the 1p3/2 and 1p1/2
orbitals around a8B core~which only has one bound state!,
in unknown proportions. At large distances the two orbit
have identical radial behavior and consequently have
same single particle cross sectionssp and the same single
particle asymptotic normalization coefficientbp . The one-
proton-removal cross section~5! can be written as the sum o
two components:

s21p5@S~1p3/2!1S~1p1/2!#ssp~1p
j
!

5~Cp3/2

2 1Cp1/2

2 !ssp~1pj !/bp
2 ~6!

and we can only extract the sum of the two spectrosco
factors or the sum of the two~squares of! ANCs, Ce f f

2

5Cp3/2

2 1Cp1/2

2 . This same sum appears in the evaluation

the astrophysicalS factor. Here we have only considered th
1p3/2 orbital. This was taken as the solution of a rad
Schrödinger equation in a Woods-Saxon potential with a g
ometry given by its half radius and diffuseness parame
(R,a) and a spin-orbit term with strength VLS
518.6 MeV fm2 @31#. The depth of the potential was ad
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justed to reproduce the experimental separation energy o
last proton Sp51.296 MeV, for each geometry@different
values of (R,a) used#.

The coordinate system used in the Glauber calculation
shown in Fig. 1. To calculate theS-matrix elements we need
the interaction potentials between the three participants.
the proton-target potential we have used, as we did bef
the G-matrix effective interaction of Jeukenne, Lejeune, a
Mahaux~JLM! @32#, in the updated version of Ref.@33#. This
interaction is complex, energy and density dependent
was adjusted for a very wide range of targets and pro
energies. For the target-core potential the double folding p
cedure described in Ref.@34# was used, the same JLM inte
action was folded with Hartree-Fock nuclear matter distrib
tions of the core and of the target. The single parti
densities were obtained in a spherical Hartree-Fock calc
tion using the density functional method of Beiner and Lo
bard @35#. The strength of the surface term in the function
method was adjusted slightly in order to reproduce
known experimental binding energy for each nucleus. T
procedure, similar to those used in Refs.@36,37#, leads to
root-mean-square radii of the proton and mass distributi
^r p

2&1/252.57 fm and̂ r m
2 &1/252.43 fm, respectively, for8B,

in fair agreement with our experimental determination us
the ANC method@38#. The local density approximation wa
improved to include finite range effects by using smear
normalized Gaussian functions of rangestR and t I . The re-
sulting double folding potentials were subsequently ren
malized to reproduce a variety of elastic scattering data
light nuclei. We found in Ref.@34# that at incident energies
of about 10 MeV/nucleon the real part of the potent
needed a smearing with a Gaussian of rangetR51.2 fm and
a substantial renormalization (NV50.37), while the imagi-
nary part did not need renormalization (NW51.00) and the
smearing was largert I51.75 fm. In the present calculation
we adopted this procedure, with the JLM~1! interaction, and
NW51.00. The procedure and its parameters determined
this approach were found to give good predictions for
elastic scattering of radioactive nuclei such as7Be @9# and

FIG. 1. The coordinate system used in the Glauber model
culations.
1-3
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FIG. 2. The stripping and dif-
fraction dissociation contributions
to the breakup probability of 285
MeV/nucleon 9C on C, Al, Sn,
and Pb targets as a function of th
proton impact parameters.
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11C @12# at similar energies. We have also checked the p
cedure on a much wider set of data from the literature
larger energies, and found a similar conclusion for the ima
nary part of the potential, while the renormalization of t
real part approaches unity around 50 MeV/nucleon. T
S-matrix calculations that enter the first two terms of Eq.~4!
depend primarily on the absorption, and thus on the ge
etry and strength of the imaginary part of the interaction. T
real part of the potential only influences the phases of
scattered waves as the particles go along the classical tr
tories and does not affect the total cross section. The C
lomb dissociation term is treated in a perturbative meth
equivalent to that of Ref.@39#, except that radial matrix ele
03580
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ments forE1 andE2 transitions were calculated with rea
istic Woods-Saxon radial wave functions. Thus both nucl
and Coulomb breakup contributions were calculated in
consistent way.

In order to check that the process was peripheral,
stripping and the diffraction dissociation probabilities we
calculated as a function of the parameters ~Fig. 1!, which is
the projection of the proton position vector relative to t
core, onto the plane perpendicular to the beam direction.
stripping and the diffraction dissociation probability distrib
tions are shown in Fig. 2. It is clear that for all four targe
~the calculations were done for single isotopic targets12C,
27Al, 116Sn, and 208Pb) the contributions from both term
1-4
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peak outside the radius of the assumed8B core, Rc
52.60 fm @38#. However, the interior does contribute and
should not be discarded. Note that for all four targets
stripping cross section dominates, with the diffraction dis
ciation part contributing only about 15%. This situation
different from that depicted in Fig. 1 of Ref.@13# where the
same two probabilities are shown for the case of8B breakup
on a Si target at 38 MeV/nucleon. In that case the two co
ponents of the total cross section have similar magnitud
with the diffraction dissociation part being slightly large
This is a well understood bombarding energy effect. Hig
energy heavy ion interactions are dominated by strong
sorption. The8B calculations are in remarkable agreeme
with the experimental data that explicitly disentangled
stripping and dissociation reaction mechanisms@23#. The
present results are for a much larger energy, and the strip
term ~absorption! dominates, as it does for8B breakup at
larger energies. The third term that contributes to the to
one-proton-removal cross section, Coulomb dissocia
(sCoul), is the most peripheral due to the long range of
Coulomb forces. It was calculated in its integral form and
not included in Fig. 2. In Fig. 9 of Ref.@40# its radial depen-
dence is shown for situations close to the present one.
present calculations were repeated, changing only the
radius and the diffuseness parameters of the proton bin
Woods-Saxon potential that describes the relative motion
tween the proton and the core on a 20 point grid usingR
52.20–2.60 fm in 0.10 fm steps anda50.50, 0.60, 0.65,
and 0.70 fm, but keeping the reaction mechanism parame
unchanged.

From the comparison of the calculations with the expe
mental cross sections we extractedCe f f

2 5Cp3/2

2 1Cp1/2

2 using

Eq. ~6!. The results are compared in Fig. 3, in order, left
right, for the C, Al, Sn, and Pb targets. The error bars con
the contribution of the experimental errors and of our unc
tainties in the calculations, which are described in detail
low, added quadratically. The distribution of the four num
bers extracted is consistent with the constant valueCe f f

2

51.1860.12 fm21. The results are also shown in the thi
column of Table I.

In a second approach, we used the freeNN t-matrix inter-
action of Franey and Love@41# in a trr approximation to
obtain the interaction potentials. This is a local represen
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tion of the freeNN-interaction based on phenomenologic
nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes of Arndtet al. @42# at
several energies between 50 and 1000 MeV. In each s
isospin channel the interaction is given by a linear combi
tion of Yukawa form factors. The longest range is fixed to
the long range part of the one pion exchange potential,
this part does not survive in the direct term. In the calcu
tion of nucleon-target and projectile-target interactions,
free NN t-matrix should be renormalized. We used the p
scription suggested in@41# employing relativistic kinematics
At intermediate energies one should interpolate in
Franey-Love tabulation. In practice, this procedure is di
cult since the number of components varies from energy
energy. At 285 MeV/nucleon we used the parametrization
the nearest energy~300 MeV!. Other effects such as Ferm
averaging, Pauli blocking and spin-orbit contributions we
ignored. Finally, the scattering phase was calculated with
~3! in the lowest order of the eikonal approximation. W
have checked however that higher order noneikonal cor
tions are negligibly small at this energy. The values extrac
for Ce f f

2 are similar with those obtained with the JLM inte
action and are presented in the fourth column of Table I.

FIG. 3. The asymptotic normalization coefficients determin
using the eikonal approach with potentials extracted using J
interactions. The results are plotted for the C, Al, Sn, and Pb tar
~left to right!. The uncertainties are a sum in quadrature of
experimental errors and the uncertainties in the calculations.
er
TABLE I. Summary of the ANC extracted from different9C breakup reactions and five of the Glaub
calculations.

JLM Franey-Love StandardNN Ray NN Zero-rangeNN
Target s(ds) @mb# Ce f f

2 @ fm21# Ce f f
2 @ fm21# Ce f f

2 @ fm21# Ce f f
2 @ fm21# Ce f f

2 @ fm21#

C 48~8! 1.132 1.352 1.244 1.304 1.446
Al 55~11! 1.069 1.167 1.077 1.125 1.220
Sn 146~31! 1.482 1.448 1.391 1.438 1.496
Pb 181~40! 1.183 1.140 1.115 1.145 1.172

Average 1.18 1.26 1.19 1.24 1.32
1-5
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B. Glauber model calculations in the optical limit

At 285 MeV/nucleon, the optical limit of the Glaube
model is also applicable. In order to check the cross sect
calculated above in the folding model, theS-matrix elements
were generated in the optical limit which is just the leadi
term of the cumulant expansion of Glauber’s multiple sc
tering theory:

x~b!5
1

2
sNN~ i 1aNN!E dbW 1dbW 2rpro j~b1!

3r targ~b2!ṽ~bW 1bW 12bW 2!, ~7!

where rpro j(targ)(b) is the profile density of the projectile
~target! obtained from the same Hartree-Fock densities u
before:

r~b!5E
2`

1`

dzrHF~b,z! ~8!

~z is the beam direction! andaNN is the ratio of the real to
the imaginary nucleon-nucleon forward amplitude. The
were interpolated for each isospin state from Table I of R
@43#. sNN is the NN total cross section at the given energ
taken from the parametrization of Ref.@44#. The integral
appearing in Eq.~7! is a projection onto the impact param
eter plane of the interaction potential

V~R!5E drW1drW2rpro j~r 1!r targ~r 2!ṽ~rW11RW 2rW2!. ~9!

Following Ray@43# we identify the Fourier transform of th
interactionṽ with the elementary scattering amplitude:

ṽ~q!52
2p\2

m
f 5

\v
2

sNN~aNN1 i !e2bNNq2
, ~10!

whereq is the transferred momentum andv is the asymptotic
velocity. In practical terms Eq.~9! was solved using a suit
ably chosen elementary interactionṽ, such as

E drWeiqW rWṽ~r !5e2bq2
~11!

with the solution

ṽ~r !5
1

p3/2~4b!3/2
e2r 2/4b. ~12!

This was projected onto the impact parameter space and
ing Eq. ~7! the scattering phase was calculated. The am
tudesaNN and the rangesm5A4b were interpolated from
Table I of Ray @43#. In the zero-range approximation,m
→0, Eq. ~9! is just the overlap volume of the two densitie
and the scattering phase is determined by the elemen
reactions in this volume. The breakup cross section is hig
sensitive to the range parameter. To assess this sensitivit
have performed calculations with the ranges prescribed
Ray, with zero range for all interactions and then with
03580
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average value ofm51.5 fm in all pp, nn, andpn channels.
This last approach is denoted below as the ‘‘standard’’ p
cedure, as it is widely used to estimate the size of halo nu
from reaction cross sections@36#. When the incident projec-
tile was a nucleon, then the corresponding profile den
was taken as ad function. We use the charge independen
assumption, i.e.,spp5snn , spn5snp , app5ann , apn

5anp .
One test of the model and of the parameters used to

culate the breakup cross sections, was to see how they re
duce the cross section data for the assumed componen
the 9C projectile (p and 8B), separately, on a12C target
~where the nuclear component dominates!. We have calcu-
lated the reaction cross section and the total cross sectio
p112C for energiesE5100 to 1000 MeV, and the reactio
cross section for8B and for 9C in the energy rangeE/A
5100 to 1000 MeV/nucleon. The results are compared w
experimental data in Fig. 4. The proton reaction cross sec
data~open circles! in the top panel are taken from the NND
data base@45# and those for the total cross section~full
circles! are from Ref.@46#. The reaction cross section da
for 8B shown in the middle panel are from Ref.@15# ~filled
circles! and Ref.@47# ~open circle!, while the reaction cross
sections for9C in the lower panel are again from Ref.@15#
~filled circle! and from Ref.@48# ~open circles!, respectively.
The calculations shown were done in the zero-range
proach, and give a good description of the data over
whole range of energies. Therefore, we have confidence
we can proceed to breakup cross section calculations. We
the calculations with the three range parametrizations
scribed above: Ray, standard, and zero range. For each
rametrization, the calculations were repeated on the grid
(R,a) parameters for the proton binding potential, as d
scribed above for the JLM potential calculations. Further
tails of all these calculations will be presented elsewh
@25#. The results are summarized in Table I and are show
Fig. 5, where they are compared directly with the valu
already shown in Fig. 3. The error bars are the same as in
preceding figure, and the different points show the valu
obtained using the three different prescriptions, as explai
above. A good consistence can be observed. We unde
that the two Glauber approaches are different in essence,
no further parameters were adjusted here. The calculat
done in the zero-range approximation gave smaller cross
tions ~and consequently larger ANCs result! by 5% to 16%
~less for Pb, more for12C target! and we exclude them from
the overall average, as the zero-range prescription is not
realistic. A similar check, done with a larger range of theNN
forces (m52.5 fm) shows that the extracted ANCs decrea
by 10% to 25%. These also are not included in the avera
These two extremes in the range parameter provide a lo
and an upper limit on the cross sections. The final aver
includes the results obtained with four sets of calculatio
JLM, Franey-Love, ‘‘standard’’ and ‘‘Ray’’NN interaction.
The weighted average isCe f f

2 51.2260.13 fm21, which
agrees well with that found from the calculations in the
konal approach using the JLM interaction. The uncertai
takes into account the experimental uncertainties, and
1-6
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uncertainties in the calculations. The ANC values were fi
averaged for each target, and then an average was calcu
for the four targets, using weights given by the quadratica
combined experimental and calculational uncertainties.
evaluate the uncertainties for the calculated values we c
sidered independently those arising from the assum
nuclear structure~the geometry of the proton binding pote
tial!, as described below, and those from the reaction mo
For each target we assumed that the standard deviation o
values obtained from the four different calculations give
fair measure of the reaction model contribution to unc
tainty. Averaging first for each type of calculations~as in the
last row in Table I!, and then for all cases, leads to simil
numbers (Ce f f

2 51.2460.13 fm21), in part because the ex
perimental uncertainties dominate.

A discussion of the validity of the approach used here a
of the uncertainties occurring for the particular case of9C at
this energy,a posteriori, is in order. The use of such a fragi

FIG. 4. Comparison of the calculated reaction cross section~full
line! and total cross section~dashed line! for p112C ~top panel!,
and of the reaction cross section of8B ~middle panel! and 9C ~bot-
tom panel! on 12C target with experimental data. Data from Re
@15,45–48# ~see text!.
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nucleus as8B is as a core can be questioned, and also
high energy~285 MeV/nucleon! may lead to questions abou
the peripheral nature of the reaction. These questions
supported by the non-negligible contributions of the inter
of the 9C nucleus, as shown in Fig. 2. The proton separat
energy is not as small here~1.296 MeV! as it was for 8B
~0.137 MeV!. Using the procedure of Ref.@38#, and the ANC
extracted we find the rms radius of the last proton in9C to be
^r 2&1/253.02 fm, considerably smaller than that found f
8B: ^r 2&1/253.97 fm. This, and the large separation ener
reflects in a less sharp definition of the extracted ANC. In
figure equivalent to Fig. 2 of Ref.@13#, the ANC line has a
larger slope, pointing towards the conclusion that there
residual dependence on the geometry of the proton bind
Woods-Saxon potential chosen. This contribution to the
certainty varies between 7.8% and 4.6% for the targets
tween C and Pb, and is clearly smaller than the experime
uncertainties, and was considered in the uncertainties plo
in Figs. 3 and 5. No new parameters were adjusted in
present calculations. However some parameters were
tracted before, with corresponding uncertainties. For the c
of the extended Glauber model calculations with the JL
interaction, these parameters are the renormalization (NR ,
NW) and the finite range (tR , t I) parameters of the real an
imaginary parts of the nucleus-nucleus potential and h
uncertainties. To see how these propagate to calcul
breakup cross sections, we repeated the calculations var
individually each parameter. We discussed above that the
potential does not influence the total cross section. Thus o
the influence oft I and NW was determined. We found th
relative variation of the extracted ANCdCe f f

2 /Ce f f
2 to be

from 66.4% on the C and Al targets, down to63.3% on the
Pb target~the relative contribution of the nuclear breaku
decreases as the charge of the target increases!, when the
renormalization coefficientNW varies in the range found in
Ref. @34# NW51.0060.09. Similarly, a change of 4.7% t
3.0% was found for a variation of 10% around the cent
value of the smearing ranget I51.75 fm. Combining the two
in quadrature we obtain an 8% uncertainty, which is sma
than the experimental uncertainties are, and similar to

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3, but the results of the calculations w
Franey-Love~squares!, standardNN ~triangles!, and Ray~circles!
interactions are added to JLM~filled circles!.
1-7
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uncertainties from the choice of the model. For the calcu
tions in the optical limit, the differences between the thr
approaches used give an assessment of their overall u
tainty. The maximum deviation around the average is l
than 7–8 % in each case. Our present model does not
sider two-step processes such as9C→ 8B1p→ 7Be1p1p
and we cannot therefore directly assess their importa
However, a recent paper@49# compares Glauber model ca
culations using a three-body projectile model with those
ing a two-body projectile~as used in our calculations! and
finds the dynamical correlations to have a small influen
~less than 10%! on the calculated one-neutron-removal cro
section for the (12Be, 11Be) and (16C, 15C) reactions, a find-
ing that supports the spectator assumption even when
spectator itself is a loosely bound system, as in the cas
9 C. The situations considered there are similar to
present one, as11 Be ~assumed core for12Be) and15C ~core
for 16C) are halo nuclei of an even larger extent than8B
~core for 9C) and, therefore, expect the effect of two-st
processes to be even smaller for our case.

In a recent publication@11#, the ANC for 9C→8B1p was
found using the proton transfer reactiond(8B,9C)n at 14.4
MeV/nucleon incident energy. The experimental statist
were rather poor, according to their Fig. 1, and the auth
present the results of a range of DWBA calculations, w
different optical potentials from literature. They report
effective ANC that ranges from 0.97 to 1.42 fm21, with an
average that we found to be^Ce f f

2 &51.18 fm21. From their
assessment of the final uncertainty we figuredCe f f

2

50.34 fm21. This uncertainty is large~30%!, and (d,n) re-
actions have been criticized before@50# for not being good
peripheral reactions, inadequate for the determination of
ANC. However, their values~and particularly the average!
are very close to those extracted by us from different exp
mental data and using a different reaction mechanism.

III. THE ASTROPHYSICAL FACTOR S18

Since the8B(p,g) 9C capture process at astrophysical e
ergies is a peripheral process, the absolute normalizatio
its astrophysicalS18 factor is entirely defined by the ANC fo
8B1p→ 9C. To calculate the astrophysicalS factor we used
the potential model, as described in Ref.@51#. Electric dipole
and quadrupole transitions were included for the final ch
nel, with E1 giving the largest contribution, and practical
all waves were considered in the entrance channel~but the
s-wave dominates the majorE1 term and thed-wave con-
tributes only a few percent!. The calculations were done wit
a single proton 1p3/2 wave function normalized to unity an
having the asymptotic normalization coefficientbp . Then the
result was scaled byCe f f

2 /bp
2 ~such a procedure avoids an

complications that might appear when a Whittaker funct
normalized by Ce f f is used over the whole integratio
range!. The calculations were done for the proton ene
rangeEcm5020.8 MeV. The contribution of the resonan
state atEres5922 keV with known widthG5100 keV was
found to be unimportant here, because is rather far away
most likely its spin isJp51/22 and thus it is forbidden by
selection rules to contribute to the major term. A very we
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dependence on energy is observed:S(E)545.8215.1E
17.34E2 (E in MeV!, less than 15% decrease on the who
range.

Therefore, we find a valueS18(0)54666 eV b. This
value is in agreement with the valueS18(0)545613 eV b
reported in Ref.@11#, but disagrees with those previous
obtained from various calculations. This radiative captu
process was investigated in a microscopic cluster model
ing the generator coordinate method with two different p
tentials~Volkov V2 and Minnesota! in Ref. @52#. The author
obtained forS18(0) values around 80 and 90 eV b, respe
tively, therefore 80–100 % larger than our value. Earli
Ref. @2# used a single particle model to estimate theS-factor
and obtained a much larger value~210 eV b!, almost cer-
tainly because of the too large spectroscopic factorC2S
52.5 that they use. A short communication by Timofey
@53# reported a valueS18(0)553 eV b from microscopic cal-
culations using theM3Y nucleon-nucleon interaction, via a
estimate of the ANC and of the equivalent vertex consta
but without giving too many details about the calculation
This last calculation is closer to the experimental value
termined here. Significant disagreement between the as
physical factors obtained in Ref.@52# and to a certain exten
in Ref. @53# using different potentials~although in slightly
different microscopic approaches! demonstrates the sensitiv
ity of the calculated ANCs to the effectiveNN-potentials
adopted for the nuclear structure calculations. Such sens
ity has been observed before for the 1p-shell nuclei in Ref.
@54#. Later the generator coordinate method~GCM! calcula-
tions with Volkov potentials@55# led to an ANC for the sys-
tem 7Be1p→ 8B about 70% higher than the ANC dete
mined experimentally from proton transfer reactions@9# and
from the breakup reaction of8B @13#. The most instructive
dependence of the microscopically calculated ANCs on
adopted effectiveNN-potential has been demonstrated
Baye and Timofeyuk@Ref. @56##. The authors investigated
the sensitivity of the nuclear vertex constant~which is the
ANC up to a trivial kinematical factor! for the system16O
1n→ 17O calculated in the microscopic GCM for ten diffe
ent effective NN potentials. All the adopted potentials
among which were six Volkov potentials, HNY, Minnesot
and Gogny potentials, significantly overestimated the exp
mental nuclear vertex constant, as appears also to be the
here. For example,V2 ~Volkov 2! potential overestimates th
ANC by 50%. Hence the overestimation of the microsco
cally calculated ANCs has a long history and the pres
result for 8B1p→ 9C once more seems to confirm that.

Using the astrophysicalS factor obtained above from th
experimental ANC for the energy regionEc.m.50 –0.8 MeV
we evaluated the reaction rate shown in Fig. 6 for the te
perature rangeT95021, which covers the relevant tem
perature range for explosive hydrogen burning in superno
@2#. Using the expansion for the reaction rate in powers ofT9
@1# ~for the case of slowly varying astrophysicalS factors!:

R5NA^sv&5T9
22/3expS 2

B

T9
1/3D ~A01A1T9

1/31A2T9
2/3!

3~cm3/s mol21!, ~13!
1-8
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whereNA is Avogadro’s number,T9 is the temperature in 109

K, and

B53F S pe2Z1Z2

\ D 2 m

2kG1/3

54.249@m@amu#Z1
2Z2

2#1/3 ~109K !21/3. ~14!

We found that we can reproduce the calculated tempera
variation with the constants:B511.945 ~not fitted!, A0
56.643105, A158.503104 andA2522.413105. The for-
mula fits the integrated reaction rates with an accuracy
0.5% over the rangeT95021.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have used existing experimental cross section data
the breakup of the unstable nucleus9C at 285 MeV/nucleon
on four different targets@15# to determine the ANC of the
radial overlap integral of the last proton orbiting its core
comparing them with Glauber model calculations in the
konal approximation. Two different approaches were use
generateS-matrix elements. In the first approach, bo
G-matrix andt-matrix effective interactions were folded wit

FIG. 6. The estimated reaction rate for the temperature ra
T95021.
.
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Hartree-Fock single particle densities in order to obtain
interaction potentials. In the second approach, the opt
limit of Glauber’s multiple scattering theory was used wi
three prescriptions for the elementary amplitudes. All cal
lations gave consistent results. There were no new par
eters that were adjusted in the present calculations. We fo
the ANC for the virtual decay9C→ 8B1p, and then the
astrophysical factorS18 for the radiative proton capture reac
tion 8B(p,g) 9C. This reaction gives a possible path to t
hot pp chain pp-IV at high temperatures and away from
toward a rapid alpha processrap I at high temperatures an
densities@2#.

Moreover, we show here a case where the indirect de
mination of nuclear astrophysical information from th
breakup of unstable nuclei at intermediate energies propo
by us earlier for8B, shows its usefulness. The method w
use was tested so far only for the case of8B @13# for which
an independent knowledge of the ANC exists, and this i
second case we propose. We also note that the breakup
sections are somewhat larger than those for the transfe
actions~around 100 mb, compared with a few mb for proto
transfer! due to the fact that essentially the whole range
radii from about the grazing radius to infinity participate
whereas for transfer only a limited region around the graz
radius is involved.

Better experimental data, including detailed moment
distributions and eventually disentangling the contribution
the stripping and diffraction dissociation processes wo
provide additional information to check the reliability of th
models used. Also more breakup data in the same regio
nuclei would provide valuable information to check the p
rameters and procedures used in these calculations an
crease their overall reliability.
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